
Audit 100% of your invoices instantly with artificial intelligence to catch and 
eliminate errors, waste, fraud, and non-compliance

20 percent of our contracts were incomplete 
or out of date. AppZen helped us clean up  
the mess.”

“

Director of Finance, 

Life Sciences

Trusted by one-third of the Fortune 500 

AI-powered invoice auditing
AP Audit  - data sheet

Reduce spend


Reduce spend by flagging duplicates, 
errors, overcharges, missing 
discounts, and fraud.

Comply with policy


Comply with corporate policy, 
contract terms, and regulations like 
anti-bribery and healthcare.

Streamline process


Auto-approve low-risk invoices, 
streamline manual reviews, correct 
errors, and pay suppliers on time.
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Crystal Manufacturing


2675 Middlebury Street


San Jose, CA, 95127

6201 America Center Dr


San Jose, CA, 95002

Everyday Enterprises


Database consulting hours



100 Series mesh black chair



Waterproof sandpaper


600 Grit, 9”x11” 50 count

Discount

Total $70,000
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Date:


Terms:


Due Date:


Balance Due:

Invoice #1207

10/01/17


2%/10, Net 30


11/01/20


$132,500

DESCRIPTION QTY RATE TOTAL

Invoice #

Due date

Remit address

Product & service detail

600 Grit, 9”x11” 50 count
Waterpoorf sandpaper


Free Delivery Wed, Jul 24prime
$34.99

better prices
Check online sources to identify 

 for similar goods 
and services.

265 Cane Street

San Francisco, CA, 95123

Crystal Manufacturing


6201 America Center Dr

San Jose, CA, 95002

Everyday Enterprises
 Date:

Terms:

Due Date:

Balance Due:

Invoice #1207

10/01/17

2%/10, Net 30

11/01/20

$132,500

Instantly scan every line of 
every invoice to understand 
charges and track correct 
spend category.

duplicate chargesSpot  from 
other invoices, other invoice 
systems, or from expenses.

fraud
Flag suspicious address or 
billing changes to avoid .



Identify duplicates irrespective of invoice number, 
including line-level, multiple invoices adding up to a 
duplicate, and cross-system duplicates (invoice or 
expense).

Catch duplicate spend

Gain insight into competitive prices from online 
marketplaces to make sure you’re getting the best deal.

Identify inflated prices

Find invoice anomalies that can signal errors, waste, 
or fraud in your spend.

See invoice anomalies

Verify prices and discounts against your contracts to 
make sure you get the deal you negotiated.

Get the price and discounts you negotiated

Validate invoice payment terms and other key terms 
with those in your contracts.

Comply with contract terms

Avoid regulatory violations by flagging contracts with 
or payments to foreign officials, politically-exposed 
persons, and healthcare providers.

Avoid regulatory violations

Be alerted to expired contracts and notified of expiring 
or auto-renewing ones while there’s still time to 
negotiate or identify alternative suppliers.

Be alerted to expiring contracts

Provide risk details and evidence so reviewers can make 
accurate, consistent approval decisions.

Optimize manual approvals

Skip the rubber stamp and save managers’ time by 
automating low-risk invoices for immediate payment.

Auto-approve low-risk spend

Platform features

Extract and understand information such as 
amounts, dates, terms, and spend categories 
from unstructured documents like invoices, 
contracts, and purchase requisitions.


Enrich supplier and spend information with 
global intelligence from business systems and 
thousands of online sources.


Validate complex spend like contractor and 
construction invoices with Star Match, a 
next-generation methodology to confirm 
accuracy.


Use AI to correct spend classification errors so 
your figures are reliable for reporting and tax.


View and analyze your organization’s spend, 
risk, and value metrics.


Organize workload with audit queues.


Integrate with the AppZen Platform via our API.
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Integrate with all major spend automation systems

We integrate seamlessly with your accounts payable systems and into your workflow so 
you can audit 100% of your spend in real time.

Seamlessly integrate with existing systems and workflows

Proceed to 
payment
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Supplier invoice  
enters system

Additional 
approvals?

Continue to next 
step in workflow
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AP Audit - data sheet

Reduce Spend

Comply with  
policy 

Streamline 
Process
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